
35 Reading 
Activities

Name: 

Text: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Start: Reading is important 
in any form… (just)
start off reading 
about a topic or 
person you’re 
interested in.”

― Ice Cube

For any text 

“If you don’t like 
to read, you 
haven’t found the 
right book.”
– J.K. Rowling
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Pre Reading
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Activities (tick once complete)

❑ Pre-reading survey

❑ Pre-reading context

❑ Pre-reading blurb



Title: Author:
What convinced you to choose 
this book? Tick one or more.

_______________________________ __________________
❑ Friend’s recommendation

❑ Teacher’s recommendation

❑ Front cover

❑ Author

❑ Title

❑ Other _________________

Five-finger test: Read a random page. How many words 
were you not sure about?

❑0
This novel might be 
too easy for you!

❑1-5
This novel is the 
right level! 

❑5+
This novel might be
for future you!

Mark on the continuum below how much you enjoy reading. How many hours do you 
read for in an average week?

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10+

What was the last novel you 
read?

_________________________

_________________________

When do you plan to read this book? 
More than one answer can be selected.

How long do you estimate this book will take you 
to read? Why?

❑ In class

❑ At home

❑ On the bus

❑ Other ______________________

____________________________________________

____________________________________________

____________________________________________

____________________________________________

Pre-reading Survey

Choice of Novel

Reading Resume

Reading Plan
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Examine the front cover and title. What do you think your book is about?

Write or draw your ideas in a mindmap. 

Here are some prompt questions to get you started:

Who could be the main character? Why?

Title: 

Pre-reading: Context
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1. Turn the book over and read the blurb.

2. Tick any information you can gather from the blurb and cover below.

3. Think back to your pre-reading predictions. Were you on the right track? Mark below. 

c) Explain why you marked yourself at this point. Include at least two reasons. 

Hint: you could include some “quotes from the blurb”.

_______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

Pre-reading: Using the Blurb

❑ Publisher
❑ Year published
❑ Retail price

❑ A “hook” into the story
❑ A review of the work
❑ Setting of the story

❑ Protagonist’s name (main character)
❑ Antagonist’s name (main villain)
❑ Some plot events
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Predicting

Activities (tick once complete)

❑ Predict & Reflect 1

❑ Predict & Reflect 2

❑ Visualizing Prediction

❑ Prediction Quadrant


Text Box
Ch. 5


Text Box
Ch. 6


Text Box
Ch. 7


Text Box
Ch. 8



Skills of Effective Readers –

Predict & Reflect 1
What do you think will happen in the next section or chapter?
Before beginning, read the example below. 

Your turn! 

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

because __________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

and_______________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________.

I predict that, in the next chapter,  ________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

because ________________________________________________________________________

and____________________________________________________________________________

Harry will work out the riddle of the riddle 

of the Sphinx and win the Triwizard Tournament

Harry managed to solve the other two riddles of the Triwizard Tournament 

when faced with challenges Harry Potter rises to meet them - he never gives up!

I would rate my last  
prediction: 

Once you have read past it, look back at your last prediction (above). 
How close were you? What was different? What surprised you? 

It was different from reality because: ________________________

_________________________________________________________. 

I was surprised by: ________________________________________

_________________________________________________________. 

Reflection

I predict that, in the next chapter,  _________________________________
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Skills of Effective Readers – Predict & Reflect 2
What do you think will happen in the next section or chapter?
Before beginning, read the example below. 

I predict that, in the next chapter,  __________________________________________________

__________________________

because _________________________________________________________________________

Furthermore, _____________________________________________________________________

Haymitch will mysteriously return to help

train Katniss and Peeta

his character seems to have a genuine desire to help Katniss particularly.

not helping to train them would almost be a death sentence for Katniss!

Your turn! 

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

because __________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________.

Furthermore, ______________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________.

Once you have read past it, look back at your last prediction (above). 
How close were you? What was different? What surprised you? 

Reflection

I predict that, in the next chapter,  _________________________________

I would rate my last  
prediction: It was different from reality because: ________________________

_________________________________________________________. 

I was surprised by: ________________________________________

_________________________________________________________. 
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Skills of Effective Readers –

Visualizing Prediction 

1. What do you think will happen in the next section or chapter? Draw your prediction.

Once you have read past it, look back at your last prediction (above). 
How close were you? What was different? What surprised you? 

Reflection

I would rate my last  
prediction: It was different from reality because: ________________________

_________________________________________________________. 

I was surprised by: ________________________________________

_________________________________________________________. 
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Skills of Effective Readers –

Prediction Quadrant

1) What do you want to happen in the next 
chapter or section? Write or draw below:

Why? ________________________________

______________________________________

______________________________________

2) What do you not want to happen in he next 
chapter or section? Write or draw.

Why? ________________________________

______________________________________

______________________________________

3) What do you actually think is going to 
happen in the next chapter or section? 

Why? ________________________________

______________________________________

______________________________________

After Reading: Reflect on what happened in 
the chapter, and complete the tasks below.

a) Rate on the bullseye how 
close your predictions were.

b) Was there anything that disappointed /  
annoyed / surprised / shocked you in the last 
chapter or section? Why?

______________________________________

______________________________________

______________________________________

______________________________________

Task: Write or draw your answers to the first three questions below. 
You must justify your response by filling in the “why?” question.
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Vocabulary
Checking for Understanding
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Activities (tick once complete)

❑ Vocabulary Level 1

❑ Vocabulary Level 2

❑ Vocabulary Level 3

❑ Figurative Language 

Challenge


Text Box
Ch. 9-10


Text Box
Ch. 11-12


Text Box
Ch 13-14


Text Box
Ch. 15



1. Think back to the passage you have just read.  

2. What was one word you didn’t quite understand? Write this down.

3. Re-read the sentence containing this word. Using the context, write
your best guess of what the word means.

4. Finally, look up and copy down the definition of the word (online or dictionary).

Your turn #1 

Example
1. One word I didn’t understand was: ___________________________

2. [Reread the sentence containing this word: “Two toshaks were placed against the wall –
that was all the furniture they had.”]

3. My best guess is that this word means: _________________________________.

4. This word means: _________________________________________________.

toshak

chair

a narrow mattress used as a bed or couch.

1. One word I didn’t understand was ___________________________

2. [Re-read the sentence containing this word]

3. My best guess is that this word means: _____________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

4. This word actually means (definition): ______________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________.

5. How close was 
your guess?

Skills of Effective Readers – Vocabulary
Level 1
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Your turn #2

5. How close was 
your guess?

Your turn #3 

Skills of Effective Readers – Vocabulary
Level 1
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1. One word I didn’t understand was ___________________________

2. [Re-read the sentence containing this word]

3. My best guess is that this word means: _____________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

4. This word actually means (definition): ______________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________.

5. How close was 
your guess?

1. One word I didn’t understand was ___________________________

2. [Re-read the sentence containing this word]

3. My best guess is that this word means: _____________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

4. This word actually means (definition): ______________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________.



Example Your turn #1 Your turn #2

1. Write down 
your words. treacherous

2. Re-read the
sentence 
containing this 
word

“What a 
treacherous

thing to believe 
that a person is 

more than a 
person.”

3. What is 
your best 
guess of what 
this word 
means?

stupid or foolish

4. What is the 
dictionary 
definition? used to 

describe 
something which 

is extremely 
dangerous

5. What are 
some similar 
words 
(synonyms)?

dangerous, 
hazardous, 

perilous, unsafe

1. Think back to the passage you have just read.  

2. What were two words you didn’t quite understand (or think were the 
two hardest words)? Write these down, then complete the tasks.

If you understood all words pick the two most interesting words!

Skills of Effective Readers – Vocabulary
Level 2
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Your turn #1 Your turn #2

1. Write down your 
words.

2. Re-read the
sentence 
containing this 
word

3. What is your
best guess of what 
this word means?

4. What is the 
dictionary 
definition?

5. What are some 
similar words 
(synonyms)?

1. Think back to the passage you have just read.  

2. What were two words you didn’t quite understand (or think were 
the two hardest words)? Write these down, then complete the tasks.

If you understood all words pick the two most interesting words!

Skills of Effective Readers – Vocabulary
Level 2
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Pick one challenging, interesting or context-specific word from your reading 
and fill in the activities below. One example has been done from you.

Word: 
Sentence
“quote” :

Definition: 
(online or dictionary)

3+ synonyms (words with the same meaning) 3+ antonyms (words with an opposite meaning)

Transform the quote
using either a synonym 
or antonym.

“I solemnly swear I am up to 
no good” 
(Harry Potter & the Prisoner of Azkaban)

Solemnly

1. In a formal or dignified manner
2. With deep sincerity 

❑ Noun
❑ Verb
❑ Adjective
❑ Adverb
❑ Other

• Earnestly
• Honestly
• Genuinely

• Dignified
• Formally
• Heartfelt

• Insincerely
• Jokingly
• Mockingly

• Frivolously
• Unthoughtfully
• Lightly

“I earnestly and honestly swear I am up to no good” 

“I mockingly and insincerely swear I am up to no good”

Word: 
Sentence
“quote” :

Definition: 
(online or dictionary)

3+ synonyms (words with the same meaning) 3+ antonyms (words with an opposite meaning)

Transform the quote
using either a synonym 
or antonym.

❑ Noun
❑ Verb
❑ Adjective
❑ Adverb
❑ Other

•

•

•

•

•

•

Your Turn 1:

Ty
p

e 
o

f 
w

o
rd

Ty
p

e 
o

f 
w

o
rd

Skills of Effective Readers – Vocabulary
Level 3
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Pick one challenging, interesting or context-specific word 
from your reading and fill in the activities below. 

Word: 
Sentence
“quote” :

Definition: 
(online or dictionary)

5+ synonyms (words with the same meaning)

•

•

•

•

•

5+ antonyms (words with an opposite meaning)

•

•

•

•

•

Transform the quote
using a synonym and 
an antonym.

Create 2+ of your 
own new sentences 
using a synonym 
and an antonym.

❑ Noun
❑ Verb
❑ Adjective
❑ Adverb
❑ Other

Your Turn 2 (extended edition):

Ty
p

e 
o

f 
W

o
rd

:

Skills of Effective Readers – Vocabulary
Level 3
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Vocabulary Skills – Figurative Language
a) Match each of the figurative language terms below to the correct example.

Figurative 
Language

Example of Technique
In other texts

In your novel? 
Write in the example or N/A

“My thoughts are stars I 
cannot fathom into 
constellations.”
Fault In Our Stars, John Green

“You could make out his eyes, 
glinting like black beetles under 
all that hair.”
Harry Potter & The Philosopher’s 
Stone, JK Rowling

“The moon gazed on my 
midnight labours, while… I 
pursued nature” 
Frankenstein, Marry Shelley

“While I nodded, nearly 
napping, suddenly there 
came a tapping…” 
The Raven, Edgar Allan Poe

“If you poison us, do we not 
die? If you wrong us, shall we 
not revenge?” 

“R-i-i-i-p! I grit my teeth as 
Venia… yanks a strip of fabric 
from my leg” 

AlliterationRhetorical Question Personification

b) Find an example of at least four of the techniques in your own novel.
Hint: You might need to complete this over several reading sessions.

© Growth Through the Middle Years 2020

Pg. 

Pg. 

Pg. 

Pg. 

Pg. 

Pg. 

Continued on 
next page…

20

The Hunger Games, Suzanne Collins

Merchant of Venice, Shakespeare

Term here



d) Once you’ve identified figurative language used (on the previous page), 
explain what you think the author means and the intended effect.

© Growth Through the Middle Years 2020

What does the author mean?
Explain the quote selected

What is the effect of this 
technique on the reader?

c) What do you find the most powerful use of figurative language on the previous page?

21



Summarizing
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Activities (tick once complete)

❑ Summarizing Circles

❑ Character Profile

❑ 66 Word Summary

❑ Book Cover Design

❑ Storyboard

❑ Found Phone

❑ List & Circle Summary

❑ Chapter Summary (Vocab)

❑ Chapter Summary (Theme)


Text Box
Ch. 16


Text Box
Ch. 17


Text Box
Ch 18


Text Box
Ch 19


Text Box
Ch 20


Text Box
Ch. 21


Text Box
Ch 22


Text Box
23


Text Box
24



Think back to the passage you have just read.  

1. What was the most important event or idea? Write this in the inner circle.

2. What were some other events or ideas, which were less important?
Write these in the outer grey circle.

3. What events do you remember that were not important at all?
Write these outside the circle.

Skills of Effective Readers –

Summarizing Circles
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Character Profile
1. What is your character’s name? 7. Complete the 

following character 
questionnaire by circling
the description which 
applies.

My character is: 

male female

old young

confident scared

tall short

rude polite

human superhuman

poor rich

sad happy

popular unpopular

respected
not 

respected

energetic lazy

smart dumb

caring selfish

2. My character loves… 

3. My character hates… 

4. My character’s greatest fear is… 

5. In the future, my character hopes to…

6. Write down six (6) adjectives that describe your 
character. Be imaginative! 

Skills of Effective Readers – Summarizing
Hint: Use both your knowledge of the character and your reading imagination.
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10. Sketch your character:

8. Describe your character using a simile.
Hint: A simile is a comparison using “like” or “as”. E.g. He’s cold as ice! 

EXTENSION: Find one quote which sums up your character. Copy it into the space 
below, and write the page number it comes from. 

9. Describe your character using a metaphor. 
Hint: A metaphor is a comparison without using “like” or “as”. E.g. Katniss is a wolf.

(p ____ )

Character Profile

11. Complete the biography below.

Place of Birth:

Year of Birth:

Occupation:

Parents / Guardians:

Residence: 
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Skills of Effective Readers –

66 Word Summary

Think back to the passage you have just read.  

What was the most important event or idea? Try to summarize this 
important event or idea in exactly 66 or 33 words. 

Hint: Use a pencil because you might need to edit as you go!

33

66

© Growth Through the Middle Years 202026
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Storyboard 6 key events of the story so far or in the last chapter/ section of reading. 
Include an illustration and written description underneath.

Skills of Effective Readers (Summarizing) –

Storyboard

#1: #2:

#3: #4:

#5: #6:
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1. Think back to the passage you have just read.  

2. List five events that happened in the chapter.

3. Once you have written the five events, circle the one 
you think was the most important to the passage. 

Your turn! Example: 

• Margo appears at Quentin’s 
window

• Quentin refuses to help while 
her dad is outside his door.

• Quentin decides to help 
Margo , and he gets the keys 
to the minivan.

• They get in the car and Margo 
says their first stop is 
grocery shopping

Skills of Effective Readers (Summarizing) – List & Circle

• ____________________________________

____________________________________

____________________________________

• ____________________________________

____________________________________

____________________________________ 

• ____________________________________

____________________________________

____________________________________ 

• ____________________________________

____________________________________

____________________________________ 

• ____________________________________

____________________________________

____________________________________ Optional: summarising image

4. Swap your completed page with another student. Once swapped, read the summary and 
look for the circle. Do you agree this is the most important event? Why or why not?
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Key characters in this chapter: Setting (draw)

Memorable quote (from the chapter)

Chapter Rating (shade in stars)

Skills of Effective Readers – Chapter Summary
Answer the prompts to complete the chapter summary.

© Growth Through the Middle Years 2020

Pg. 

Chapter Summary: What Happened?

Name:

Name:

Name:

Name:

Name:

Name:

Word:

Definition:

Word:

Definition:

Key Vocabulary

Word:

Definition:

Name:

Summarized Chapter:

31

Choose 3 important words from this chapter



Key characters in this chapter: Setting (draw)

Chapter Themes (highlight)

Good vs Evil
Character vs Character

Character vs Society

Love
Romantic Love

Familial / Friendship

Redemption
Personal redemption

Redemption of society

Courage
External / Heroic

Internal / Personal

Coming  of Age
Loss of Innocence

Transformation
Memorable quote (from the chapter)

Revenge
Personal
Societal

Chapter Rating (shade in stars)

Answer the prompts to complete the chapter summary.

© Growth Through the Middle Years 2020

Pg. 

Name:

Name:

Name:

Name:

Name:

Name:

Pg. 

Other:

Skills of Effective Readers – Chapter Summary Name:

Summarized Chapter:

32

Chapter Summary: What Happened?

Write 
or draw



Visualizing
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Activities (tick once complete)

❑ Bird’s Eye View

❑ Character Sketch 

❑ Movie Poster

❑ Word-find Creation

❑ Character Profile 2

❑ Scene Illustration

❑ Character Web

❑ Character Instagram 


Text Box
Ch 25


Text Box
Ch 26


Text Box
Ch 27


Text Box
Ch 28


Text Box
Ch 29


Text Box
Ch 30


Text Box
Ch 31


Text Box
Ch 32



• Think about the setting of your novel. 

This could be a room, a house or a town. 

• Imagine you are looking at it from a bird’s-eye-view.

• Try to draw the setting of your novel with as much 

detail as possible. 

Example

Skills of Effective Readers (Visualizing) –

Birds Eye Sketch
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1. Complete the character 
questionnaire by circling which 
description applies. If it is not 
clear, circle what you visualize

the character as. 
2. Use the character questionnaire descriptions to 
draw a mirror reflection of your chosen character. 

My character is:

young teenage adult

short average tall

skinny medium large

poor average rich

sad varied happy

My character has:

no hair short hair long hair

brown 
hair

blonde 
hair

black hair

red hair multi-colored hair

straight 
hair

curly hair
other 
hair

no facial 
hair

beard mustache

My character wears:

singlet t-shirt shirt

shorts pants dress

sandals sneakers boots

high heels flip flops trainers

no glasses glasses sunglasses

Skills of Effective Readers (Visualizing) 

Character 
name:

“Mirror Mirror”
Character Sketch 
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Imagine your novel is being turned into a 
Hollywood feature film. Design the movie 
poster! 

Hints: 
• What image will you draw to summarize the 

text?  What title will you have?
• What actors will play the main characters? 
• What tagline will you include to build 

interest in the film release? 

THE FORBIDDEN FRUIT TASTES THE SWEETEST

Skills of Effective Readers (Visualizing) – Movie Poster
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Skills of Effective Readers –
Vocabulary / Visualizing

Word Search: ______________________________________________________

W
o

rd
s 

to
 F

in
d

:

Challenger Name: _____________________

Time taken to complete: ____________

Create a word search using key words from your text. These might include character names, 
adjectives and locations. First determine the “words to find”, then craftily position them on 
the grid. Fill up all remaining spaces and time how long it takes a challenger to solve it!

(Book title)
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1. What is your character’s name? 7. Complete the 
following character 
questionnaire by circling
the description which 
applies.

My character is: 

male female

old young

confident scared

tall short

rude polite

human superhuman

poor rich

sad happy

popular unpopular

respected
not 

respected

energetic lazy

smart dumb

caring selfish

2. My character loves… Draw

3. My character hates… Draw

4. My character’s greatest fear is… Write or draw

5. In the future, my character hopes to… Write or draw

6. Write down six (6) adjectives that describe your 
character. Be imaginative! 

Skills of Effective Readers – Visualizing Profile

Character Profile 2

© Growth Through the Middle Years 202038

Hint: Use both your knowledge of the character and your reading imagination.



10. Sketch your character:

8. Describe your character using a simile.
Hint: A simile is a comparison using “like” or “as”. E.g. He’s cold as ice! 

EXTENSION: Draw a landscape that is significant for your character.

Character Profile

11. Complete the biography below.

Place of Birth:

Year of Birth:

Occupation:

Parents / Guardians:

Residence: 

2
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Visualizing Skill – Character Web
a) In the square below, write the name of one character from the text. 
b) Start by describing and writing in the names of two character connections.
c) Next, draw your own connecting lines between characters to form a web of 

at least 8 connections. 

© Growth Through the Middle Years 2020

Characters that are 
friends

Characters that are 
enemies

Characters that have 
similar physical or 
personality traits

Characters that are 
related (family)

Featured Character:

Describe connection:
_________________

Describe connection:
_________________

Describe connection:
_________________

Consider:

41
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Questioning
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Activities (tick once complete)

❑ Character & Author 

Questioning

❑ Character Traits

❑ Character Analysis

❑ Theme Analysis

❑ Character Interview

❑ Critical Questioning


Text Box
Ch 33


Text Box
Ch 34


Text Box
Ch 35


Text Box
Ch 36


Text Box
Ch 37


Text Box
Ch 38



Think back to the passage you have just read.  

What is one question you would ask 
one of the characters?

E.g: I would ask ________________                    ____________________________

__________________________________________________________________

why
how
if

what
when
who 

1. I would ask _________________                  _____________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________. 

why
how
if

what
when
who 

What is one question you would ask the author? 

2. I would ask _________________                   _____________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________. 

why
how
if

what
when
who

Skills of Effective Readers –

Character & Author Questioning

Katniss she realistically believes

that she can win the annual Hunger Games – and if so, how?  

Character name

Circle one 

Author name

Circle one 
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1. I would ask _________________                    ____________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________. 

why
how
if

what
when
who 

2. I would ask _________________                   ____________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________. 

why
how
if

what
when
who

What is one question you would ask the author? 

3. I would ask _________________                   _____________________________

__________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________. 

why
how
if

what
when
who 

Circle one 

Character name

Circle one 

Circle one 

Author name

Skills of Effective Readers –

Character & Author Questioning

I wonder how 
Hermione and Katniss 
would get along 
if they met? 

I would ask Percy 
Jackson if he had any 
hints of his abilities 
before the field trip?

Character name

Think back to the passage you have just read.  

What is one question you would ask 
one of the characters?
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Skills – Character Traits Character:

Novel:

Personality Traits
Circle  at least 3 personality 
traits for your character.

Quote or actions
Which support the trait/s

Significance of trait 
How does the trait help or 
hinder the character?

Generous Selfish

Polite Rude

Optimistic Pessimistic

Energetic Lazy

Honest Dishonest

Courageous Cowardly

Loyal Treacherous

Smart Dumb

Caring Callous

Humble Obnoxious

Peaceful Warlike

Confident Shy

Open Private

Other:

Pg. 

Pg. 

Pg. 

Select one character and analyze their 
personality in the table below.

2) How is this character’s personality different or similar to other characters in the text?
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https://www.dictionary.com/browse/generous
https://www.dictionary.com/browse/selfish?s=t
https://www.dictionary.com/browse/polite?s=t
https://www.dictionary.com/browse/rude?s=t
https://www.dictionary.com/browse/optimistic?s=t
https://www.dictionary.com/browse/pessimistic?s=t
https://www.dictionary.com/browse/energetic?s=t
https://www.dictionary.com/browse/lazy?s=t
https://www.dictionary.com/browse/honest?s=t
https://www.dictionary.com/browse/dishonest?s=t
https://www.dictionary.com/browse/courageous?s=t
https://www.dictionary.com/browse/cowardly?s=t
https://www.dictionary.com/browse/loyal?s=t
https://www.dictionary.com/browse/treacherous
https://www.dictionary.com/browse/smart?s=ts
https://www.dictionary.com/browse/dumb?s=t
https://www.dictionary.com/browse/caring?s=t
https://www.dictionary.com/browse/callous?s=t
https://www.dictionary.com/browse/humble?s=t
https://www.dictionary.com/browse/obnoxious?s=t


Skills of Effective Readers – Theme Analysis

a) Highlight one theme explored in this chapter.

© Growth Through the Middle Years 2020

Name:

Summarized Chapter:

Good vs Evil
Character vs Character

Character vs Society

Love
Romantic Love

Familial / Friendship

Redemption
Personal redemption

Redemption of society

Other Theme:

Courage
External / Heroic

Internal / Personal

Coming  of Age
Loss of Innocence

Transformation

Revenge
Personal
Societal

b) Provide one quote where this theme appears.

c) Explain how this quote explores your chosen theme.

d) What other themes do you expect will appear in the novel? Why?

Pg. 
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Imagine one character from your reading is about to appear on a talk show (Ellen; The 
Late Show; Last Week Tonight; Jimmy Kimmel; Graham Norton; Between Two Ferns).

Choose two of the interview questions from the box below and answer them as the 
character. You can also make up your own questions.

Skills of Effective Readers –

Character Interview 1 

What’s the biggest surprise 
of your life and why?

What’s your message 
to the kids of today?

Question 1: __________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

Answer:  _____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

Question 2: __________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

Answer: _____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________
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Either continue the interview from the previous page with two further questions, or
choose a new character to interview in the space below.

Circle the questions you are going to answer or make up your own.

Skills of Effective Readers –

Character Interview 2

When have you been most 
shocked in your life? why?

What was your 
childhood like?

Question 1: __________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

Answer:  _____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

Question 2: __________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

Answer: _____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________
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1a) What sort of reader 
would enjoy the novel? 
* You can tick more than one box

1b) What tells you this?
* Think about the plot details, age 
of the protagonist, themes and 
violent/mature content.

2a) Why do you think this 
book was written? 
* You can tick more than one box

2b) What tells you this? 
* Think about any key dialogue, 
ideas, themes or plot details you 
could quote. 

3a) Are there more male 
or female characters? 
* Count/estimate main characters

3b) Why do you think this 
is? 
* Think about linking this to the 
audience and message.

Think about the novel as a whole so far.

Let’s step out our thinking by asking some critical 
questions. 

Skills of Effective Readers –

Critical Questioning

❑ Young readers (<6)

❑ Children (7–10)

❑ Pre-teens (11–12)

❑ Younger teens (13–15) 

❑ Older teens (16–19)

❑ Young adults (20 – 26)

❑ Adults (27 – 55)

❑ Older people (55+)    

❑ To entertain

❑ To deliver a message

❑ To teach about history

❑ To confront / challenge

❑ To make lots of $$$

❑ To encourage reading

❑ To inspire

❑ To annoy / frustrate

Number of 
male
characters:

Number of 
female
characters:

Number of 
non-gendered
characters:
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4a) What kind of families
are shown in the novel? 

4b) What kinds of families 
are missing from the 
novel? 

5a) What races or 
ethnicities are shown in 
the novel? 

5b) What races or 
ethnicities are missing
from the novel? 

6)  Imagine someone who 
grew up on a small, 
isolated island without 
the internet is reading 
this book / story.

Would all of it make sense 
to them? Why or why not?

Think about the novel as a whole so far.

Let’s step out our thinking by asking some critical 
questions. 

Skills of Effective Readers –

Critical Questioning
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Reflecting

© Growth Through the Middle Years 2020

Activities (tick once complete)

❑ Character Analysis

❑ Story Mountain

❑ Quick Reflection

❑ Extended Reflection



Skills – Character Analysis

© Growth Through the Middle Years 2020

Character 
Attributes

Quote 
or Example

What this reveals 
(about the character)

Character’s 
Appearance

o You might 
need to refer 
back to the 
character’s 
first scene.

Character’s 
Words/Thoughts

o Focus on any 
opinions or 
conversations.

Character’s 
Actions

o Moments 
where the 
character 
makes an 
important 
decision.

What other 
characters’ say 
or think about 
this character.

o Includes how 
others act 
around this 
character.

Pg. 

Pg. 

Pg. 

Pg. 

Character:

Novel:
Select one character to analyze below.
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The Orientation
Introduce the opening 

scene,  main characters and 
describe the setting.

The Build Up
What is the initial obstacle the 
characters face? How do they 

confront this challenge? 

The Complication
What is the most difficult 

challenge for the characters? 
How do they react to this?

Story 
Mountain

Now that you have 
read the whole text, 
summarize the plot 
points on the story 
mountain below.

Mountain Graphics: Alexia Claire

Skills of Effective Readers – Reflecting 
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Falling Action
How do the characters 

respond to the complication. 
Do they succeed or fail?

Resolution
How does the story end? 

What have the characters & 
audience learned?

This is where your 
characters get creative 
and their inner nature is 
revealed while facing 
the challenge!

Does the story end 
“happily ever after” or is it 
more complicated? Focus 
on how characters have 
changed here.

Finished your 
story mountain? 
Compare your 
work to two 
other students.

Discuss: what is 
different and 
what is similar 
about your story 
mountains?

Who is the audience 
for the text? Why?
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plot twists

1. Circle the features of the novel that you liked. Choose one and explain why you liked it.

humour

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

young adults 
(18-30)

seniors (60+)

2. Circle the type(s) of reader you think would most enjoy this novel . Explain your choice.

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

travellers people reading on 
an aeroplane

3. What is your overall verdict (score) for the novel out of 10? Shade the stars then explain. 

Skills of Effective Readers – Reflecting 

0 = Don’t bother 10 = Best book ever!

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________
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Were the characters believable or fake?

Was the plot exciting or predictable?

Explain your verdict (on the previous page) in more detail.

Address at least three of the questions included in the box below.

Did you learn anything new?

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

Extra writing space on next page.

Skills of Effective Readers – Reflecting 
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_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

Skills of Effective Readers – Reflecting 
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